The crystal structure of Nd is dhcp with a four layer stacking sequence along the as-axis of type ABAC. The phase transition at the temperature T = 19.3 K is connected with the vector q l = plbl +p2b2, -0.5 < p1, p2 < 0.5, p1, p2 f 0, b l and b2 are the reciprocal lattice vectors [I]. This transition is calculated as if it occured from the paramagnetic phase and not from the intermediate magnetically ordered phase which appears below T = 19.9 K [2] . The star of q l consists of twelve vectors : ql, ..., q12, which are obtained from q l under the action of the rotations Rr, i = 1, ..., 12, numbered according to Kovalev [3] .
The isotropy co-group of q l is m and it has two real projective representations +I and .i2 which are Lan-(KPj are the basis functions) consists of eleven terms. dau active. The group generator matrices for the two Since under the integral translations the expansion cofull representations rl, r 2 induced on the basis of KO-efficients transform like t,cj = cj x exp (-iqj.tn), valev's formula [3] The thermodynamic potential accurate to the sixthdegree invariants constructed from the expansion coefficients cj of the order parameter S (x) = cj9?j (x) j C7C10, C8C11, C9C12, ClC3C5, C2C4C6, C7C9Cl1, C~c10C12. TO the minima of the thermodynamic potential density correspond sets of solutions consisting of one, two, three, four, five or six pairs of non-zero cj with the coefficients cj, cj+g, j = 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, appearing together. In order to determine the spin structure we need the basis functions. Applying the projection operator to the trial function:
where N = positive integer, q l is the first vector of the star, d n j , j = 1, 2, 3, are complex components referred to the oblique axes z l , x2, z 3 parallel to respective basis vectors of Bravais lattice, b3 is the reciprocal lattice vector, p, are integers, An are numerical parameters, we obtain six pairs of complex basis functions, each 
where now dnl, dna, d-3 are imaginary. According to experiment [I], the spin vectors deviate from the q directions which also follows from equation (4). The measured effects [I, 4, 51 are obtained for the spin structure equation (4) with the following values of the parameters:
From equations (3), (4), (5) we obtained the following cross-section for the elastic magnetic scattering of polarized neutrons:
where:
[ p H , j '~~ -(e'~N,j) (e.hz)] sin 
where the vectors ,UH, j, pc, j, j = 1, ..., 6, and pZ from equation (5) now are referred to the Cartesian system of coordinates x, y, z, with the *axis parallel to the 5 3 axis; T = hbl + kbz + lbs denotes an integral reciprocal lattice vector, K is the scattering vector, e is equal to n / K. and P is the polarization vector of the incident neutron beam. The cross-sections for "single-q" , "double-q" , "triple-q" , L'quadruple-q" or "quintuple-q" spin structure are obtained from equations (7), (8) when we retain one, two, three, four or five terms in the sum over j in equation (?), respectively.
The cross-section equations (7), (8) has the following features: (1) the (x, y, 2)-components of spin on the "cubic sites" contribute to the cross-section only for 1 odd; (2) the (x, y)-components of spin do not contribute to the cross-section for 1 even and h -k = 3n with n integer; (3) for 1 odd replaced by I + 2n with n odd the signs in front of the double sign terms in equation (7) change from to f; (4) The properties of the cross-section equations (7), (8) listed in the points (1) to (9) agree with experiment [l, 51. 
